Microarrays traditionally have been used to assay the transcript expression of coding regions of genes. Here, we use Escherichia coli oligonucleotide microarrays to assay transcript expression of both open reading frames (ORFs) and intergenic regions. We then use hidden Markov models to analyse this expression data and estimate transcription boundaries of genes. This approach allows us to identify 5 untranslated regions (5 UTRs) of transcripts as well as genes that are likely to be operon members. The operon elements we identify correspond to documented operons with 99% specificity and 63% sensitivity. Similarly we find that our 5 UTR results accurately coincide with experimentally verified promoter regions for most genes.
INTRODUCTION
Experimental identification of transcripts using Northern blot, reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and primer extension analysis is relatively costly and time consuming. Therefore, only a modest fraction of putative transcription boundaries have been documented for Escherichia coli genes. As a result, several computational approaches have been developed for predicting genome-wide transcription boundary elements such as promoters and transcription termination sites (Carafa et al., 1990; Ermolaeva, 2000) as well as operons (Craven et al., 2000; Ermolaeva et al., 2001 ; * To whom correspondence should be addressed. Salgado et al., 2000; Yada et al., 1999) . Here, we define an operon as a set of two or more adjacent genes in the same orientation that are co-transcribed into a single mRNA under particular conditions, and we define an operon element as exactly two adjacent genes that are part of the same operon. These computational approaches are based largely on sequence analysis, gene annotation information, and cross-species sequence comparison, although Craven et al. (2000) also incorporate gene expression data from PCR-spotted arrays into their operon prediction model. With the maturing of microarray technology, we anticipate mRNA expression data playing an increasingly important role in identifying the extent of an organism's transcriptome. In this study, we present a method for identifying transcript boundaries based on mRNA expression data. While microarrays typically assay transcript expression of coding regions only, here we use Affymetrix high-density oligonucleotide microarrays which assay transcript expression throughout the entire genome, including intergenic regions. We perform 28 such microarray experiments, and using this expression data we construct hidden Markov models (HMMs) to determine the most probable transcription boundaries for genes. In this way, we distinguish 5 UTRs as well as operon elements based solely on the expression data. We then validate our results against experimentally verified transcripts (Salgado et al., 2001 ). While we present our analysis as a stand-alone approach, we envision it most effectively utilized as a supplement to the aforementioned sequence analysis and gene annotation methods. Expression indices for all genes under all experiments along with all our results are available at http://www.cs.washington.edu/homes/tjaden/ ismb2002/.
SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Arrays
We obtained transcript expression data using Affymetrix high-density oligonucleotide arrays. The array design has been described elsewhere Selinger et al. (2000) and cell growth, RNA labeling, and hybridization protocols have been detailed in a previous study (Tjaden et al., 2002) . In summary, we obtained RNA from E. coli cells grown under 14 different conditions, and RNA for each condition was hybridized to two identical arrays for a total of 28 experiments. The conditions include cells grown aerobically, anaerobically, with glucose and glycerol as carbon sources, under carbon starvation, with rich both medium, at temperatures 20 and 42 • C, transitioning from exponential growth to stationary phase, and transitioning from anaerobic to aerobic growth. Each array contains 295 936 spots, or probes, half of which, called Perfect Match (PM) probes, correspond exactly to 25mer oligonucleotide sequences from the E. coli genome, and half of which, called mismatch (MM) probes, correspond to the same 25mer sequences as the PM probes except the middle base (13th of 25) is complemented in the MM probe. These MM probes help to estimate probe-specific background effects in the expression measurements. Every E. coli ORF (Blattner et al., 1997) is assayed by a set of PM and MM probe pairs, and each intergenic region at least 40 base pairs in length is assayed in both orientations by a set of probe pairs. With few exceptions, probe sets contain 15 probes. It is important to clarify that probe sets assaying an ORF correspond to oligonucleotides strictly within the coding sequence. Rigorous definition of a gene may include an ORF along with transcribed but untranslated regions as well as regulatory regions. In this analysis, however, we define an intergenic region as the genome segment between annotated ORFs.
Gene expression
One of the obstacles in using oligonucleotide probes to measure transcription expression is that different oligonucleotides have different hybridization affinities, so that different probes in a set that assay the same transcript may yield significantly different expression levels (Figure 1 ). To overcome this obstacle, we employed the approach of Li and Wong (2001) , which captures the unique responsiveness of each probe. Their method can be viewed as an expectation-maximization algorithm that iteratively estimates the transcript expression level of each ORF in each experiment (expectation step), and then, based on these estimated expression levels, calculates optimal values for a set of parameters which capture the unique responsiveness of each probe (maximization step). experiment as well as responsiveness parameters for each probe (shown in parentheses along the abscissa for Figure 1 ), but it also allows quantification of standard errors for these terms which help to identify bad probes and, for each ORF, experiments which generate outlying expression values. Throughout our analysis, the expression vector for each ORF across our m = 28 experiments is calculated using this model (Li and Wong, 2001) and is denoted by θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ m ) where θ i is the expression index of the ORF in the ith experiment.
Intergenic expression
While the model of Li and Wong (2001) has met with considerable success, it requires sets of probes which are known a priori to assay the same transcript. This requirement is reasonable for ORFs since their annotations for E. coli are fairly well accepted. However for intergenic regions, transcription boundaries are largely unknown and our goal is to determine precisely which probes correspond to which transcripts. To achieve this, we begin with an expression vector θ for each ORF, and we look at probes assaying the intergenic regions immediately upstream and downstream of the ORF. Using hidden Markov models (Baum and Petrie, 1966; Krogh et al., 1994) we then attempt to extend the ORF's transcript in both directions by associating intergenic probes with the ORF's transcript if the expression vector of an intergenic probe is highly correlated with the expression vector of the ORF.
It is important to note that the arrays only assay intergenic regions at least 40 base pairs in length. Since the majority of adjacent ORF pairs within documented operons are separated by less than 40 base pairs, we only assay a fraction of intergenic regions within operons, namely 154 such regions. Given a set of probes assaying the region upstream (or downstream) of a particular ORF, for each probe in the set we calculate the correlation of its expression vector to the expression vector of the corresponding ORF. The solid line in Figure 2 shows the distribution of correlation coefficients calculated from the expression vectors of probes assaying intergenic regions within known operons and the expression vectors of the immediately upstream (or downstream) ORF. The dashed line in Figure 2 shows the distribution of correlation coefficients between the expression vectors of probes in intergenic regions and the expression vectors of the immediately upstream (or downstream) ORF for the case when then the intergenic region is oppositely oriented from the upstream (or downstream) ORF. These two distributions are incorporated into our HMMs, as described in the next section, so that given the correlation between the expression of an intergenic probe and a neighbouring ORF, we can estimate whether or not the probe and ORF correspond to the same transcript. Figure 3 provides an example of how correlation between expression of an intergenic region and its neighbouring ORF can elucidate transcription boundaries. Figure 3a shows the expression level from a single experiment as determined by 14 probes assaying the cbl ORF as well as 15 probes upstream of the ORF. From this expression data, we can make a reasonably accurate conjecture as to how far upstream of the cbl ORF its promoter lies. In gen- eral, this approach is problematic, however, since the responsiveness of individual probes assaying the same transcript can fluctuate dramatically, e.g., probes 4 and 5 assaying the cbl ORF show over a one hundred fold variation in their expression levels. Figure 3b shows how the expression vector of each of the 15 probes upstream of the cbl ORF correlates with the expression vector of the cbl ORF. Thus, we can deduce the location of the start of cbl's 5 UTR, and we find our deduction corresponds almost exactly with the known promoter.
Hidden Markov models (HMMs)
Let us consider a set of T = 15 probes assaying an intergenic region upstream of an ORF. Let O = Figure 2 to estimate the probability that the expression of probe j was correlated by O j with θ . However, we do not know which probes assay UTR regions for the gene, rather we view this information as 'hidden' and our goal is to determine the sequence I which maximizes the joint probability P(O, I ). Further, we expect P(I j = 1|I j−1 = 0) to be near zero because given that probe j − 1 upstream of an ORF does not assay part of the gene's 5 UTR, we do not expect probe j farther upstream to assay part of the gene's 5 UTR. This dependency on previous 'states' motivates our use of HMMs. Figure 4 shows a simple 2-state HMM which can be characterized by 3 sets of parameters, λ = (A, B, π) . Initial probabilities are represented by π = {π x } where π x is the probability of starting in state x. Transition probabilities are represented by A = {a xy } where a xy is the probability of being in state y given that the prior state was x. Emission probabilities are represented by B = {b x (r )} where b x (r ) is the probability of generating or emitting the correlation coefficient −1 r 1 in state x. Our goal is to determine the most likely transcript boundary of a gene given the correlation data upstream or downstream of the ORF (as in Figure 3b ). We illustrate how an HMM applies to our array data using the cbl gene and its upstream region as an example. From our array data, we first calculate the correlation coefficient of the expression vector for each of the 15 probes upstream of the cbl ORF with the expression vector θ for the cbl ORF to obtain the observation sequence O cbl = 1.00, 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, −0.13, −0.03, 0.18, 0.21, 0.08, −0.01, −0.04, −0.02, 0.01, 0.08, 0.00 (Figure 3b ). Our objective is to determine which probes assay UTR regions and which do not, i.e., we want to determine the most probable state sequence I . Thus, given a model λ, we want to find the sequence I which maximizes the joint probability of the observation sequence and state sequence given the model:
Using a dynamic programming approach, the Viterbi Algorithm (Forney, 1973) , we can determine this optimal state sequence. This approach, however, relies on having a model for the HMM with appropriate parameters for A, B, and π . For the emission probabilities B, we use the two smoothed distributions shown in Figure 2 . For the initial probabilities π and transition probabilities A, we train our HMM from a set of observation sequences using the segmental k-means algorithm (Juang and Rabiner, 1990 ) so that A and π are chosen to maximize P(O, I |λ). We implement two sets of HMMs: one for operon identification and one for 5 UTR identification. Table 1 shows typical parameter values for A and π in the two HMM sets. Since we cannot identify transcription boundaries with our approach when a gene is not expressed in any experiment, we restrict all our training and test sets to intergenic regions upstream or downstream of ORFs where we observed at least minimal expression of the ORF transcript in one or more experiments. We deem a gene expressed in an experiment i if θ i exceeds three times the standard error. Altering this threshold or employing other expression criteria did not significantly affect our results. Of the 154 intergenic regions within documented operons which we assay, we found evidence that the flanking operon genes were expressed in at least one experiment for 115 of these. For each of these 115 intergenic regions, we generate two observation sequences, one for correlation with the upstream ORF and one for correlation with the downstream ORF, for a total of 230 operon training sequences. We use leaveone-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) to train and classify these 115 operon intergenic regions. Similarly, we assay with exactly 15 probes, 274 intergenic regions upstream of ORFs with documented promoters and for which we observe at least minimal expression. Again, we use LOOCV to train our HMM and classify the upstream regions. As Table 1 shows, the HMMs learned that the probability of transitioning out of state 0 is essentially nil, meaning that once we encounter a probe assaying a region upstream (or downstream) of an ORF which is not part of the UTR then we will not encounter a probe farther upstream (or downstream) which is part of the UTR.
Returning to our example with the cbl gene, using an HMM with parameters λ trained from 273 upstream observation sequences, we find the maximal value of P(O cbl , I |λ) occurs when I = 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 and we hypothesized that the first 4 probes assaying regions upstream of the cbl ORF correspond to the 5 UTR and the 11 probes farther upstream of these do not correspond to the UTR. Since the fourth probe upstream of the cbl ORF corresponds to the 25mer starting 28 base pairs upstream of the ORF and ending 3 base pairs upstream of the ORF, and since we have hypothesized that the expression of this probe is highly correlated with the expression θ observed across the ORF, we conjecture the 5 UTR to begin around 28 base pairs upstream of the ORF. Or to be more precise, since the most probable path through the HMM indicates that the expression of the fifth probe upstream of the ORF is not correlated with θ and since the fifth probe corresponds to the 25mer starting 42 base pairs upstream of the ORF, we expect the 5 UTR to begin between approximately 28 and 42 base pairs upstream of the ORF. The known transcription start site for cbl occurs ∼27 base pairs upstream of the ORF. In general, our resolution is quite high since we average one probe every 6 base pairs in intergenic regions, however, due to the error in array experiments and the stochastic nature of polymerase binding and transcription initiation, we are content to identify approximate transcription boundaries.
We proceed to apply our analysis genome-wide. For every ORF and corresponding upstream region which we assay, we train an HMM. Given the model and array data, we then identify the 5 UTR by determining the most likely upstream continuation of probes which assay the same transcript as the ORF. For each intergenic region between two similarly oriented ORFs, we train an HMM from operon data (Table 1a) and we classify the intergenic region as part of an operon if the expression of probes assaying it correlates with the expression of both the upstream and downstream ORFs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As an initial study to determine whether correlation of expression is a reasonable indicator of co-transcription, we investigated how well expression correlation identifies co-transcribed genes (operons). As a positive test set, we used RegulonDB (Salgado et al., 2001 ) to identify 463 pairs of genes which are adjacent on the genome, which are documented as belonging to the same operon, and for which we detect expression under at least one condition. As a negative test set, we randomly chose 463 pairs of genes which are adjacent on the genome but on opposite strands under the assumption that these gene pairs cannot be co-transcribed. After calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the expression vectors of the two genes in each pair, we classified a gene pair as part of an operon if the correlation coefficient exceeded some threshold. Figure 5 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve as we vary the correlation threshold. The elbow of the curve occurs when our correlation threshold is set to 0.76 at which point we achieve 97% specificity and 57% sensitivity. The strength of these results suggests correlation of expression is at least a reasonable indication of cotranscription. In addition, a more careful investigation of our test sets provides insight into our false positive and false negative results. Firstly, expression correlation of two genes does not distinguish effectively between two genes which are co-transcribed and two genes which are not co-transcribed but are co-regulated or part of similarly regulated networks. For example, one of our few false positive classifications corresponds to the argC and argE neighbouring genes which we observed to be highly correlated (r = 0.93) but which are oppositely oriented and not co-transcribed. Both genes are regulated by the transcription factor ArgR and are involved in the arginine biosynthesis pathway. Our small false positive rate of 3%, however, suggests that it is relatively rare that mis-oriented neighbouring genes are tightly co-regulated across many conditions. When we apply our analysis to intergenic regions where probes are tiled on average one every six base pairs, we expect the high resolution largely to tease apart similarly regulated but separately transcribed elements. Our false negatives may be explained partially by the observation that genes corresponding to our false negative classifications tended to have lower expression levels and tended to be expressed under fewer conditions than those genes corresponding to our true positive classifications. As a result, the expression correlation of our false negative gene pairs was lower and had higher error. Further, several gene pairs which are documented as part of operons may be co-transcribed under some conditions but may have internal promoters and may be individually transcribed under other conditions. In these cases, the expression vectors of the gene pairs naturally will be less correlated. Examples include the focA-pflB operon (Sawers and Bock, 1989) , ftsQAZ operon (Wang et al., 1991) , and infB-rpsO operon (Nakamura and Mizusawa, 1985; Sands et al., 1988) . It is unclear how common these occurrences are throughout E. coli operons. When we extended our analysis to incorporate expression of intergenic regions using our HMM approach, we correctly identified operon elements with 99% specificity and 63% sensitivity. These results are based on 115 positive examples of documented operon elements with intergenic regions greater than 40 base pairs and where we observe at least minimal transcript expression of the ORFs, and from 115 randomly chosen adjacent misoriented gene pairs as negative examples. Further, we identified an additional 227 new operon elements from our HMM analysis. Validating our 5 UTR results is less straightforward. We designate the start of a 5 UTR to be the first base pair assayed by the farthest upstream probe which is part of the gene transcript as determined by our HMM. This designation is somewhat arbitrary since the oligonucleotide probes assay discrete transcript regions at non-uniform intervals so that we cannot hope to determine UTRs within a single base pair resolution. However, by using a single nucleotide as a surrogate for the start of the UTR, we can quantify the distance in base pairs between our prediction and an experimentally verified promoter. Figure 6 shows that for 71% of genes with known promoters for which we make 5 UTR predictions, the start of the UTR which we identify lies within 30 base pairs of a documented transcription start site. While this metric allows us to approximate the locations of promoter regions, it doesn't necessarily help us understand how reliable our results are for UTR boundaries. Instead, we consider the following alternative which captures whether our data is completely consistent with verified promoter information for each gene. We say that our data supports a known promoter if our HMM determines that every intergenic probe downstream of the documented transcription start site assays part of the gene transcript and every intergenic probe upstream of the documented transcription start site does not assay part of the gene transcript. By this metric, 63% of the 5 UTRs which we identify support a known promoter, i.e., for 63% of genes where we find evidence of upstream UTRs, we correctly identify all intergenic probes as assaying the UTR or not assaying the UTR. We offer two explanations for the 37% of genes which our data does not support. Firstly, many genes have multiple promoters. While one promoter for a gene may be documented, the gene may have other unverified promoters which explain why our data analysis is not consistent with the documented promoter. Secondly, we find that approximately 4% of probes assaying ORF transcripts on the array are simply 'bad' probes. The response of bad probes never exceeds background or always has unusually high error. We identified these bad probes via two orthogonal approaches. The Li and Wong (2001) approach which we implemented distinguishes bad probes with relatively high standard errors. Also, we hybridized E. coli genomic DNA to a control microarray and identified probes whose PM intensity did not significantly exceed the MM intensity, indicating cross hybridization or other non-specific hybridization. We expect a similar percentage of bad intergenic probes, and further investigation is needed to determine effective methods for masking these probes. Since we are using a hidden Markov model, the bad probes in intergenic regions affect not only our UTR classification for the particular probe but also for probes farther upstream or downstream, thereby causing our estimates in these intergenic regions to be unreliable. Finally, we estimate a conservative lower bound on the specificity of our 5 UTR results. We generate a negative test set by running our HMM analysis on the reverse complement of the upstream region of every E. coli ORF which is expressed at least minimally. We found no UTR evidence for 90% of the examples giving us a lower bound on our specificity. Our 10% false negative rate may be due to anti-sense gene regulation or to oppositely oriented neighbouring genes which are coregulated.
We also applied our method to 3 UTRs but the results are less reliable and require further investigation. Transcription termination is less well understood than transcription initiation. For training and testing our HMM, we only found 51 genes for which we observed sufficient expression and which have verified transcription termination sites. The transcription termination mechanism for these genes is almost exclusively rho-independent. Recent evidence suggests that gene transcripts may extend well beyond rho-independent hairpin-loop terminators only to be post-processed back to the termination site after transcription. Also, during coincident transcription and translation, the translation mechanism may variably regulate termination sites of transcripts (Abe et al., 1999) . As a result, our expression data for potential 3 UTRs is less consistent.
CONCLUSIONS
We present a genome-wide approach using hidden Markov models on microarray data for identifying transcription boundaries. All results from this study along with the expression index for every ORF in all 28 experiments and the responsiveness of each probe (calculated via the method of Li and Wong (2001) ) are available on our website. We validate our results against experimentally verified operons and 5 UTRs, and we are in the process of confirming several of our new predictions with RT-PCR.
Previous approaches for genome-wide prediction of transcription boundaries have employed mostly sequence analysis and annotation data. Our approach is based on transcript expression experiments. Our method is not meant as a competing alternative to the sequence analysis approaches, but rather as a complement. Indeed, the most successful predictive methods (such as Craven et al. (2000) ) are often those that combine data from orthogonal sources. As microarrays which tile not just coding sequences but whole genomes become more common, we foresee expression analysis becoming increasingly important in identifying not just operon and UTR boundaries but all elements of the transcriptome including small RNAs, new genes, and anti-sense regulatory transcripts.
